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ABSTRACT 

nPFRATlONAl RATTLE COMMAND LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE by MAJ Douglas J. 
Morrison, USA, 61 pages. 

Future thinking, decisive decision-making, and leadership provide the foundation for the 
analysis of battle command in theory, doctrine, and history. Classical and modern military 
theorists make the commander the central point for leadership and vision. The art of 
command, leadership, and generalship have long been subject to review and scrutiny. 
This has taken on additional emphasis with the publication of U.S. Army Field Manual 
(FM) 100-5, Operations, in 1993. FM 100-5 presented a discussion of command and 
leadership which is the subject of numerous articles in professional journals and 
presentations by senior Army leaders. 

This monograph provides a foundation for the discussion of battle comnnand by first 
reviewing the theoretical underpinnings of command. Next follows a discussion of 
service. Army, and joint doctrine along with a discourse on U.S. Army doctrine since 
World War II. The examination covers the concepts of command in both the 1941 and 
1949 versions of FM 100-5, Field Service Reoulations: Operation^- Finally, current 
doctrine is considered so that lessons can be drawn from the actions of successful 
operational commanders and applied to today’s military. 

Two operational commanders are scrutinized to understand how they developed, stated, 
and exercised operational battle command. This examination covers General George S. 
Patton Jr. and General Matthew B. Ridgway. Each commander provides a mechanism 
to compare theory and doctrine to the actions of operational commanders exercising 
battle command, with a goal of anticipating battlefield events, while setting the conditions 
for success. Both of these leaders exercised battle command in joint/combined 
operations, the type of warfare expected to be the norm for future military operations. In 
addition. General Ridgway endured political constraints which were unusual for the early 
1950s, but today are part of the new rules for warfare. Finally, each of these officers 
exercised battle command through a strong individual personality which contributed to 
their successful leadership. These lessons are extremely important today, given a 
perceived lack of institutional training on exercising battle command. 

This monograph concludes that operational assignments and self study will continue to 
provide the most useful means of training operational commanders. Further, that 
improvement is necessary at the War College level of instruction to address operational 
battle command. Without this educational component, the doctrinal aspect of battle 
command will wither and die. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the U.S. Army’s Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operations, the operational 

level of war provides the linkage between strategic aims and tactical execution through the 

effects of formations. Operational Art is the sequencing of successive battles and operations, 

or tactical methods, into campaigns to attain major objectives or strategic aims.* Currently, 

FM 100-5, Operations, identifies several criteria for operational art, including; commander’s 

vision; synchronization of events and resources to maximize potential; thinking and anticipating 

in depth; and the ability to achieve strategic aims through campaign design.^ 

Operational leaders must continually wsualize the battlefield to attain strategic aims 

and objectives. Normally, the headquarters or command post (CP) is the focus of information 

flow and planning efforts to conduct simultaneous and successive operations through the 

synchronization of resources. However, a commander may encounter difficulty visualizing the 

battlefield and synchronizing efforts of subordinate units from a computer screen in the CP 

since the magnitude of information available to him is significant. Commanders must visualize 

or “see" the battle, analyze the situation, and take directive action to achieve and ensure 

victory. They must think and act simultaneously while visualizing the battle. This visualization 

of the battlefield is the essence of Battle Command. 

The art of battle command embodies two key components: the ability to decide, or 

military decision-making, and the ability to lead -- leadership. Decision-making involves 

knowing if, when, and what to decide. Operational decisions involve anticipating events and 

comprehending the consequences of decisions in battle. The commander must understand the 

higher commander’s intent. He must identify possible enemy courses of action, visualize the 

desired end state, and have a concept of his own operations while considering current and 

future operations concurrently. Once this is done, the commander then must clearly articulate 

his intent and communicate clear, concise orders to subordinates for execution. 

Leadership, on the other hand, involves the personal side of command and develops according 

to the leader’s individual style. It provides motivation and a sense of purpose for the unit. 

Further, it involves demonstrating both moral and physical courage in adversity. Leaders also 

provide the vision which focuses the unit and anticipates future actions.^ 
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Battle command requires vision. Without vision, the commander is blind and his 

execution of battle command -- decision making and leadership, would be like two blind boxers. 

Each boxer attempts to find the other; when they do, each blindly tries to pummel the other 

into submission. No art here, just physical contact and possible defeat. The commander who 

can visualize the battlefield attempts, rather, to engage in a "chess match" with the enemy. 

Chess masters think not in one or two moves in advance, but rather eight or ten, with some 

continually playing out the game mentally. Chess experts consider everything in terms of 

action, reaction, and counter-action. While doing so, accomplished players remain focused on 

the ultimate objective or end state, that of checkmate. 

The same is true with battle command. Vision provides the core from which the 

commander remains focused on the required operational end state. He maintains this vision of 

the battlefield ~ action, enemy reaction, and counteraction; while leadership and command 

decisions fire the imagination and sustain the will to win. Vision provides a significant 

component for operational decision making, guided by intuition and feel gained from years of 

study and experience. The operational commander must have: the ability to anticipate; a 

careful understanding of the relationship between ways, means, and ends; an understanding of 

the inherent risks within decisions; and a focused application of resources to achieve victory. 

This constitutes his broad operational vision.^ 

Battle Command, as the name implies, is exercised by the leaders of military units. 

Commanders provide direction to their headquarters by assigning missions, prioritizing effort, 

assessing options, and motivating the organization. The staff, in return, assists and coordinates, 

thus facilitating the commander’s span of control and ability to synchronize. This harmonious 

relationship provides the framework and foundation of operational battle command. 

An examination of current U.S. Army and Joint service doctrine identifies how the 

military in general, and the U.S. Army in particular, develops battle command. This doctrine 

must be understood before assessing the effectiveness of operational commanders. A review 

of joint and sister service doctrine yields little in the way of discussion concerning operational 

battle command. The U.S. Marine Corps manuals on warfighting provide an authoritative 

foundation for the theory of war and how the Marine Corps prepares for combat. This 

doctrine includes broad concepts and guidance without dictating specific techniques or 
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procedures. Leadership at the operational level requires vision, strength of will, and moral 

courage; however, the Marine discussion focuses mainly on the commander as a component of 

a joint force, rather than as an operational commander who must exercise battle command. 

The Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) is the focus of USMC doctrine and provides 

the means through which the Marine Corps conducts or contributes to an operational 

command.^ 

An examination of U.S. Navy doctrine is difficult at best. The Navy published in 

1993 a White Paper entitled From The Sea, which addresses naval roles and contributions to 

joint operations.* Recently, the Navy activated a Doctrine Command to act as a proponent to 

categorize their operations. In March 1994, Naval Doctrine Publication (NDP) 1, Naval 

Warfare, was published to provide a framework for "detailed Navy and Marine Corps 

doctrine".’ Further, it serves as a bridge between naval strategy and tactics and techniques. 

These documents will help the Navy to catch up with the progress and innovative ideas 

advanced by the other services, notably the Army and Marine Corps. In this context. From the 

Sea attempted to define the U.S. Navy in terms of roles and missions, not doctrine. In fact the 

White Paper was termed "a new direction for the Naval Service", further, "a combined vision".* 

NDP 1, Naval Warfare, seeks to translate the strategy and focus of the White Paper into a 

doctrinal foundation. The documents contain no discussion on training, developing, or 

exercising battle command.’ 

The Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force. Volumes I and II, focus 

primarily on the theory of war, the nature of aerospace power, and the application of that 

power. Aerospace doctrine simply is the lessons developed since the beginning of powered 

flight, combined with certain precepts of air power. It serves as a guide rather than a rule book 

for the preparation and employment of aerospace power. Specifically, it is written for use by 

the practitioners of air power. The concept of battle command is not referenced or 

mentioned.'” 

U.S. Army Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operations defines battle command, and FM 22- 

103, Leadership and Command at Senior Levels, discusses how the commander develops a 

vision for his unit. In this context, FM 100-5 serves as the doctrinal foundation for the 

discussion of battle command. The relevance of this discourse on operational battle command 
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results from the Army’s 1993 publication of FM 100-5. This memual has had a dramatic impact 

on how the Army thinks about warfighting. Further, recent articles in professional publications 

have addressed the future of war and how joint forces (U.S. Army and other services) must 

deal with improved technology and increased weapons lethality.^ Part of this discussion has 

focused on the art of command in an environment which includes real-time situational 

awareness, digitization, organizations which are electronically linked, friction and chaos which 

the Army seeks to harness as an advantage. The operational commander must be able to 

function within this command-centered environment, synchronizing resources and weapons 

effects rather than units. 

Joint Publication 3-0. Doctrine for Joint Operations, follows U.S. Army doctrine 

closely, but does not specifically mention battle command. Primarily, the focus is on command 

and operational art. To exercise operational art, the commander must resource the tactical 

fight, provide a vision to the force, and anticipate future requirements and events. Command 

involves the art of motivating and directing forces to accomplish the mission. The connection 

to operational art occurs as the leader visualizes the current enemy and friendly situations, 

discerns opportunities, and conceives the future end state which will accomplish the mission. 

Control is inherent within command. Staffs provide the control mechanism which allows the 

commander the freedom to operate, delegate, synchronize resources over time-space through 

different dimensions, and position himself to lead. Staffs work to facilitate the commander’s 

intent while directing and allocating resources.*^ 

Historical Evolution of Command 

A discussion of battle command at the operational level of war must also include a 

definition of an operational commander. According to Joint Publication 1-02, Department of 

Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, "it includes the authority and 

responsibility for effectively using available resources and for planning, directing, coordinating, 

and controlling military forces for the accomplishment of assigned missions."'^ Operational 

command would occur at the level at which campaigns and major operations are planned, 

conducted, and sustained; while linking tactics and strategy through the establishment of 

operational objectives.*'* 
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Fundamentally, this current perspective of battle command has as its roots a historical 

evolution of command. The famous French Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte s operational vision 

focused on the decisive battle of annihilation. The battle he sought would bring about the 

destruction of the enemy’s army, altering the strategic situation in France’s favor. His personal 

style of command allowed his armies to march dispersed and fight concentrated. Due to the 

technological limitations of weapons systems, he synchronized units to achieve mass at a single 

decisive point more quickly than the enemy. This allowed Napoleon to achieve operational 

objectives, thereby linking tactics with strategy.^ 

Napoleon visualized the employment of divisions arrayed in corps organizations which 

conducted independent movement. These operationally durable forces were arranged to march 

and then concentrate at a single pomt. Napoleon’s personal presence on the battlefield allowed 

him to direct these converging forces at the proper time to concentrate for battle.** He 

actively searched for information, ^sited forward umts, and supervised the execution of orders. 

His ability to "physically see" the battlefield was enhanced by the use of "directed telescopes" 

(adjutants general) who moved throughout the army collecting information and serving a variety 

of functions, from conducting reconnaissance to commanding a reserve of cavalry.*’ 

To make this decentralized command function, Napoleon used: the independent corps 

system; mission oriented focus for umts; a regular reporting system for units to his 

headquarters; a headquarters staff capable of handling reports and orders; and the directed 

telescope system to keep the commander from becoming a prisoner of the command post and 

staff, Above all Napoleon was a "genius", able to determine what could be done with the means 

available, to avoid what was not possible, and to distinguish between the two.** 

In the forty-six years between Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo and the American Civil 

War, the Industrial Revolution and mass armies brought about an expansion of the battlefield. 

Smokeless powder, rifled muskets, fortifications, the continuous mobilization of large armies, 

railroads to shuttle troops and supplies, telegraphs facilitating near mstantaneous 

communications, and rifled artillery each led to an increasingly distributed battlefield. This 

mass of forces and improved weapons effects led to increased dispersion of forces. The use of 

tactical fortifications increased in order to provide protection against the increased lethality of 

rifled infantry and artillery weapons. This slowed the tempo of attack, but increased the space 
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and duration of battle. The operational commander had to coordinate in time and space, as 

well as conduct diverse, simultaneous and successive operations with his forces. Command was 

facilitated by technological advances such as the telegraph and the growth of staffs to assist in 

the control of operations.*’ 

General Ulysses S. Grant’s method of battle command focused on pressuring the 

armies of the Confederacy without pause, achieving victory through both exhaustion and 

attrition. With this expansion of the battlefield, commanders were required to process 

information more rapidly in order to render a timely decision. Grant had to maintain a 

vision while making sweeping maneuvers and then engaging in battle. He had minutes or hours 

to make decisions and formulate plans, whereas Napoleon had days or weeks. Further, these 

multiple deep maneuvers and distributed operations were envisioned as contributing to an 

overall goal. This freedom of action enabled maneuver against the enemy to put him in an 

imtenable position. This positional advantage based on a common plan, converging at a single 

center point would bring an end to the war.“ 

The operational forces of General Grant were demobilized and disassembled after the 

war. The United States would not field a corps formation again until the Spanish-American 

War m 1898; nor a field army formation until the American Expeditionary Force (AEF) of 

1917. Not until World War II would large maneuvers of field armies occur requiring 

operational battle command.^* 

The development of the airplane, mechanization, space systems, instantaneous 

communications and the media (TV), along with nuclear weapons and improved chemical 

weapons, have increased immeasurably the pressures and demands on the commander to make 

timely, accurate decisions. In today’s context of instantaneous communication and digitization, 

the decision time is in seconds. In joint/combined operations, the commander can no longer 

physically view all forces dispersed on the battlefield. He must have a vision of the entire 

expanded battlefield, anticipating rather than reacting to events. The evolution of command 

then is as complex as the art of war itself. 

Future thinking and leadership provide the foundation for the analysis of battle 

command in theory, doctrine, and history. This monograph provides a foundation for the 

analysis of battle command by first reviewing the theoretical underpinnings of command. Next 
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follows a discussion of U.S Army doctrine since World War II, examining the concepts of 

command in both the 1941 and 1949 versions of FM 100-5, Field Service Regulations: 

Operations. Finally, current doctrine is considered so that lessons can be drawn from the 

actions of successful operational commanders and applied to today’s military. 

Two operational commanders will be scrutinized to understand how they developed, 

stated, and exercised operational battle command. This examination covers General George 

Patton’s actions during the Third U.S. Army (TUSA) Saar-Ardennes campaign in November 

1944-January 1945, and General Matthew Ridgway and Eighth Army/United Nations Command 

Korea (EUSA /UNC) during the Korean War, 1950-51. 

Each commander provides a mechamsm to compare theory and doctrine to the actions 

of operational commanders exercising battle command, with a goal of anticipating battlefield 

events, while setting the conditions for success. Both of these leaders exercised battle command 

in joint/combined operations, the type of warfare expected to be the norm for future military 

operations. In addition. General Ridgway endured political constraints which were unusual for 

the early 1950’s, but today are part of the new rules for warfare. Finally, each of these officers 

exercised battle command through a strong individual personality which contributed to their 

successful leadership. These lessons are extremely important today, given a perceived lack of 

institutional training on exercising battle command. 

II. ANALYSIS OF BATTLE COMMAND 

Classical and modem military theorists make the commander the central point for 

leadership and vision. The art of command, leadership, and generalship have long been subject 

to review and scrutiny. Thucydides, in the History of the Peloponnesian War, frequently 

addressed the decisions and battlefield actions of commanders and the impact of those decisions 

on the battlefield.^ Caesar’s The Gallic Wars deals almost entirely with command and how 

his personal decisions influenced both friendly and enemy forces.^ Grant’s Personal Memoirs 

provide a lucid discussion of leadership amid the din, confusion, and destruction of battle." 

Although centuries apart and with different formats, common ground among these greatly 

spaced in time historical examples does exist. Classical and modern theorists explore command 

and leadership in much the same way. Their foundation for discussion includes certain traits, 

skills or knowledge, and responsibilities of leadership for command. 
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The Chinese general Sun Tzu, who wrote around 500 B.C., provides a rational basis 

for the planning and conduct of military operations including generalship.^ The theoretical 

basis for battle command and vision, according to Sun Tzu, concerns the qualities of moral 

strength and wisdom of the commander.^ Through knowledge and wisdom the commander 

understands the strengths and weaknesses of friendly and enemy forces. Further, he can 

visualize or "see’ the battlefield -- terrain, action, and enemy reactions. The general then 

creates opportunities and decisively takes advantage of them. While accepting risk, he never 

needlessly puts the force in danger. Moreover, the general is ever mindful of the enemy — who 

always has an option. Therefore, the general must be flexible and be ready to adapt to existing 

situations, never missing the opportunity to maintain the initiative and overcome the enemy.^ 

Many theorists who followed Sun Tzu emphasized the same qualities of moral courage 

and intellectual strength. Carl von Clausewitz and Baron Antoine Henri Jomini, two 

nineteenth-century theorists, comment a great deal on the character and qualities required of 

the commander.^ Clausewitz addressed moral and physical courage and the need for a strong 

intellect to penetrate the unforseen of war. Clausewitz contended that military genius required 

courage.® He viewed this courage as including the physical dangers of war as well as the 

moral element of command. The commander must not only make decisions in time of crises, 

but also accept responsibility and stand by them with a steady nerve in face of adversity.^ 

This steadiness of purpose results from a strong character which will not become unbalanced 

by the most powerful emotions or the most trying circumstances. Further, this energy, firmness, 

staunchness of purpose, and emotional balance of character, leads to a strength of will. 

Determmation aroused by intellect provides the foundation for courage to face the unexpected 

and follow his vision of battle. Moreover, this determination, along with the commander’s 

intuitive feel for the battlefield, allows the leader to "envision, even in the darkest hour, what 

will lead to success" and then to pursue it to victory.^* 

Jomini made his observations concerning command in war based on his experiences 

in the Napoleonic Wars of the early 1800’s. He contended physical and moral courage were 

of paramount importance. Moral courage was derived from tactical proficiency and through 

knowledge of the basic principles of the art of war. Without courage and determination the 
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commander could not motivate the masses of the army to achieve difficult objectives or endure 

the hardship of battle?* 

Imagination and anticipation are other characteristics which assist the commander in 

developing a vision of the battlefield and executing battle command by seeing and influencing 

operations. Experience supports the imagination, as does an inquiring mind. The creativity 

must remain controlled - steadiness of purpose, or every situation report of enemy action 

would cause indecision and pamc. The commander’s power of intellect and breadth of 

experience assist in controlling the vision and allow him to foresee events on the battlefield by 

penetrating the fog of war. Further, as the operation develops, these events can be used to fill 

information voids and to further visualize future events. Thus, the commander can create 

opportunities and take advantage of them rapidly. Bold, accurate, and astute decisions provide 

the impetus for action to achieve these decisive results.** 

Friction inherent on the battlefield includes the effects of weather, technology, and the 

actions of men. Weather may impede communications and slow unit movement. Hesitancy and 

impulsiveness are the enemies of resolute and well reasoned decisions. Hesitancy may lead to 

opportunities missed, while rash decisions may lead to actions when there is little cause for 

action. The commander’s determmation and vision may be further clouded by battle losses to 

friendly or enemy forces. In the age of near instantaneous communication, a commander may 

break off action or hesitate slightly in reaction to casualty reports, thereby causing a unit to 

fail due to information overload.** Uncontrolled actions may result in unsound decisions or 

panic. 

The operational commander will have many qualities which contribute to the success 

of his leadership. He must have staunchness and resoluteness of purpose, while not being 

inflexible. His intellectual ability contributes to this strength of will, allowing him to visualize 

the battlefield while anticipating the unexpected. Further, he must have the ability to remain 

above the chaos of battle and stay focused upon the mission and ultimate end state. Distraction 

due to short term success or failure may well cause failure to achieve the final objective. 

Moreover, the commander needs a trained and disciplined mind. Without this capability, 

uncontrolled action and impetuous decisions may result. With these attributes, the commander 

can see and influence the battle thus executing battle command effectively. 
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Having these traits though, is but a part of successfully exercising operational 

battle command as an operational commander. The commander must xmderstand the spatial 

temporal influences of terrain, including weather. He must understand tactical actions on 

the battlefield; enemy and friendly capabilities and weaknesses. An underst^mding of these 

factors provides the foundation for victory.^ 

Understanding terrain or one’s Battle Space involves distance, time, and the impact of 

weather. Battle space includes the breadth, depth, and height in which the operational 

commander positions and moves resources over time. The concept also embodies the concept 

of commanders expanding their vision for controlling the enemy and protecting the friendly 

force before mental limitations are applied.^ Distance includes not only the space between 

two points, but an understanding of the impact the ground has on the force-size, disposition, 

and type of force the terrain can accommodate. Further, time is influenced not just in hours 

and minutes, but also how changes in terrain will affect the movement of the force. Icy roads 

may slow mechanized traffic, yet cross-country mobility may be enhanced with the ground 

frozen solid. Moreover, an understanding of battle space allows the operational commander 

to visualize the force and how it will move, arrive, and fight the battle. Experience remains the 

most significant contributor to this ability. Understanding the interrelationship of these factors 

in the battle space allows the commander to know what is possible and what is not.” 

The operational commander develops a further understanding of what can or cannot 

be achieved from experience and knowledge of battle at the end of the bayonet. Black arrows 

drawn on maps pointing to circles denoting objectives to be seized require men to execute 

tactical actions against the enemy. Soldiers and units cannot be moved on the ground as easily 

as blocks on a map board. Friction of battle and the conditions of the battle space make 

actions imperfect. If a commander has never experienced war, he may not understand the 

difficulties which exist. From the outside all looks so simple, the options are clear. As 

General Lucian K. Truscott, a renowned World War II combat commander stated, "One must 

actually experience the hardships of war to understand the awful strain, both mental and 

physical, which battle imposes upon men; the dreadful fatigue and fear which destroys the will 

and poisons every fiber."^ Friction then is what sets real war apart from war on paper. An 

army is composed of people, they like the parts in a machine, contain the potential for friction. 
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The good commander must understand friction to overcome it. Further, it allows him to know 

what is possible on the battlefield.^ 

War also involves certain moral factors. Clausewitz termed them as, "the skill of the 

commander, the experience and courage of the troops, and their patriotic spirit".'”’ These 

principal elements must be understood by the commander as he builds teamwork among his 

units, exercises the skill of battle command, instills discipline, and focuses the traimng of the 

force for battle. More importantly, he must understand the lot of the simple soldier, the risks 

inherent in combat, and the cost of poor decision making on the part of the commander 

Identification of risk may highlight an opening or an advantage for the commander to 

use. Excessive risk may outweigh the taking of a particular objective or the success of given 

mission. Opportunity at the tactical level must be synchronized with operational functions to 

ensure it has the desired result at all the levels of war (tactical, operational, strategic). If 

tactical risks do not outweigh the operational advantage, then no option exists for 

exploitation.^* The essence of this understanding is the synchronization of friendly units and 

the desynchronization of the enemy. In this manner the commander not only views the 

possible, but he confirms or denies the current course of action while contemplating future 

decisions and actions. The commander uses his intellectual powers and intuitive feel to filter 

right from wrong and then acting decisively.^* 

Doubt remains the ever present enemy of the operational commander. To counter this 

doubt, the operational commander must truly be a "general". The commander must grasp not 

only the tactical and technical capabilities of his own branch or service, but also maneuver 

operations, fire support, mobility and survivability, avdation, combat support, and combat service 

support. He must additionally know what capabilities the other services, such as the Marines 

or Air Force, bring to the campaign. In today’s combined environment, he must also 

comprehend any allied nations placed under his commemd, not just militarily, but also politically 

and culturally. This understanding further contributes to reducing doubt and allowing the 

commander to determine what is possible or impossible on the battlefield.'’^ The operational 

commander can then conceptualize and visualize the operation while synchronizing weapons 

effects and unit capabilities. 
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The expertise of the commander and stzdf allow use of intuition, an instinctive ability 

to solve problems.'^ Bom from experience, this seasoned judgement rapidly dismisses the 

impractical and moves on to the more feasible."** The commander uses creativity and intuition 

to visualize current and futme operations. As he moves around the battlefield"seeing and 

sensing the battle," the commander interacts with his subordinates and staff. The staffs in 

turn work within the commander’s intent and vision to assist in providing the direction, 

supervision, and control of units; allocating resources through plans and orders; and providing 

critical information to the commander. The commander then visualizes adjustments that may 

be required and decides on the activities over time and space which need to occur in order stay 

focused on the objective.^’ Communications technology provides a means for the commander 

to better "see" and influence the battle. The commander must comprehend the advantages 

which this capability can provide as he attempts to synchronize his forces. 

In this age of instantaneous communications, technology provides assistance to the 

commander. Communications assets provide a means to bring order through timely and 

accurate information, intelligence, and contact with subordinates and superiors. General of the 

Army Omar Bradley once said, "Congress can make a General, but only communications can 

make him a commander.'"** Communications and technology allow the commander to rapidly 

access information and synthesize data so that time and opportunity are not lost. While 

technology provides a means to access information, the commander must still have the mental 

agility to deal with the uncertainty of war. Despite the advantages of technology, if the 

commander cannot keep pace with the battle or must depend on laborious staff work, he may 

not quickly or accmately visualize the battlefield. As long as operations continue as previously 

planned, options will present themselves. However, when the unexpected is encountered, the 

initiative may be lost and the commander may only react to enemy action. 

Leaders have a responsibility to provide emotional balance to the force since war is 

a test of conflicting wills."” The commander must maintain his composure, which leads to a 

strengthening of will. The commander demonstrates this resolve in time of confusion or 

ambiguity. In these instances, the commander must bring order from chaos by making rapid, 

accurate decisions. Simultaneous and successive operations do not always allow the commander 

to be present at every decisive point or to make every decision. He must be positioned where 
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where he can best influence the action. He does not remain at his CP, but moves about the 

battlefield looking soldiers in the eye, getting a feel for the battlefield and the true abilities of 

subordinate units. If the commander shirks his responsibility or hesitates in the face of danger 

and adversity, the unit may also waver. A situation then exists where the initiative maybe lost, 

opportunities missed, and operations may fail.^ This is the essence of the personal part of 

leadership and battle command. 

Operational situations do not always permit neat or tidy solutions. The commander 

is often faced with uncertainty, numerous conflicting options, and many courses of action for 

which he may or may not be able to defer action. The commander requires the best possible 

information on how he should proceed. This is normally accomplished with a process called 

the commander’s estimate. A part of this process involves the estimates the which staff produce 

and provide to the commander. The second portion involves the personal appraisal of the 

commander. It involves not only an appreciation of the situation during deliberate planning, 

but also a continuous review of what the commander considers all circumstances affecting the 

military situation. 

Commander’s Estimate 

Commander’s conduct an evaluation of the situation in order to make rapid, accurate 

decisions. This estimate involves a basic visualization of the friendly and enemy situations. 

Further, it may examine a particular course of action in anticipation of possible events, with a 

clear expression of alternatives.^* Evaluation includes enemy and friendly capabilities and 

limitations; influences of terrain; planned objectives; and the possible requirements for 

subsequent operations. The operational commander evaluates each situation in the context of 

his overall vision for the entire operation or campaign. His synchronization of assets over time 

and space through different dimensions focuses on the "shock, disrupt[ion], and defeat" of the 

enemy.“ 

The commander’s estimate, before and during battle, provides the foundation for 

successful operations and a point of departure to deal with unexpected events. While war is 

in the realm of uncertainty, commanders must strive to penetrate the unknown and identify 

critical information accurately. Though the staff may assist in preparing a clear picture of the 
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battlefield, the commander has the responsibility to apply the information when making 

decisions which influence the outcome. Collected data is balanced against the commander’s 

previous estimate of the situation and what he deems possible based on intuition. Using 

professional judgement, the commander then attempts to develop an accurate view of the 

circumstances and how they can be developed by taking advantage of available opportunities 

and options.® Above all, this remains the responsibility of the commander. If delegated to 

the staff, then he yields the responsibilities of command. 

The foundation for the commander to make this estimate, and later extrapolation, is 

experience. He gains experience from continuous study of the profession, experience in combat, 

and/or rigorous and challenging training. Intellectually, the commander synthesizes information 

and lessons learned to be used later in the heat of battle. By organizing this knowledge the 

commander may apply it to a specific situation or crises in the future. An intellect which works 

like a computer is not required. Rather, the commander must be dedicated to the study of the 

profession of arms, and by doing so, he creates the conditions for broad experience in the art 

of war. Thus, the commander develops not only himself, but those around him with an attitude 

that something new can continually be learned about the profession. 

In order for the estimate to be valid, the commander must first define the problem. 

Without firm reasoning, guesses and inferences may result which can cause confusion. This can 

influence the staff and subordinate units to lose focus and veer from the projected end state, 

thus operating outside the commander’s established operational vision. Should the vision 

become clouded and poorly focused, battle command becomes more difficult, if not impossible. 

Clearly, it is the commander’s responsibility to identify the situation and critical information 

based on his experience and knowledge. The staff assists m the process by supplying additional 

information and facts bearing on the problem so the commander can begin to develop a 

solution. 

The estimate should always be forward looking, anticipating problems which require 

a solution or action. While a formal, written estimate may be produced prior to battle, once 

the action be^ns the commander conducts a continuous mental estimate. This endless, 

predictive process weighs inputs and events, while staying focused on the objective and the 

options available to accomplish the mission.® By always maintaining his vision, the 
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operational commander exercises battle command in such a manner as to allow his subordinates 

the greatest latitude to conduct their own operations. Further, his anticipation of future 

problems, while providing the means to deal with them, allows subordinates to remain focused 

on the required mission.^ 

The operational commander maintains focus by providing a clear vision and intent for 

the subordinate tactical headquarters. They are presented this through mission statements and 

specified tasks, boundaries, objectives, and the allocation of resources. While the operational 

commander provides the means or formations to achieve the desired end state, he leaves the 

tactical details or creative employment to his commanders. The effect is that engagements 

emd battles are won by the tactical employment of weapons systems. The operational 

commander, just as the chess master, is focused on the opposing operational commander. By 

presenting hi<; opponent with a situation which means defeat (checkmate), then that 

commander’s vision has been destroyed or interrupted since no opportunity remains. 

Furthermore, that enemy commander must "see" or visualize that defeat, for as long as options 

cjost, he should continue to struggle. 

Lieutenant General John C. Pemberton, the Confederate commander during the 

Vicksburg campaign, provides an example of this. Pemberton seemed confused, and at times 

overwhelmed, by General Grant’s actions during the ten month campaign. Operational 

diversions such as Grierson’s raid to Newton Station and Baton Rouge, then Sherman s 

deception operations diverted Pemberton’s focus. Further, initial tactical successes by 

Confederate forces provided Pemberton a weak foundation from which to base decisions later 

in the campaign. He focused on a passive, reactionary campaign which gave the initiative to 

General Grant. With General Grant’s victories at Champion Hill and Big Black Bayou, two 

key battles of the campaign, Pemberton’s vision became incoherent and blurred. Despite 

subsequent tactical successes around the seige works at Vicksburg, Pemberton’s moral courage 

and resolve were so badly shaken that defeat and surrender were inevitable.” 

Theoretically, operational commanders must have certain traits, skills, and assume 

specific responsibilities to develop, exercise, and maintain operational battle command. The 

commander focuses on critical decisions which require his action. His staff exercises 
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authority over normal or routine actions. He must exhibit moral courage to lead and make 

decisions which may involve danger and death for subordinates. Further, leadership involves 

taking responsibility for those decisions. Battle command also requires technical skill in 

understanding enemy and friendly capabilities. Moreover, he must understand the time and 

space relationships along with the influence of terrain upon possible courses of action. This 

allows him to determine what lays within the realm of the possible on the battlefield. Finally, 

the commander applies these skills and qualities commensurate with his vision for the 

campaign, to insure the final objective is reached and victory achieved. 

Influence of Technology: The Element of Control 

The concept of battle command embodies controlling subordinate forces and providing 

information to the next higher commander. Part of the friction of war involves the 

communication between those commanders and subordinates. The problem is not new, but has 

grown significantly over time. Failure to communicate can cause disaster. The increasing 

demands of the modern battlefield have caused communications systems to grow in 

sophistication. Since the semaphore telegraph of Napoleon’s day, many innovations have been 

instituted which have enhanced control of forces. The telegraph, wireless, radio, satellite 

communications, through today’s "digitization" of the battlefield, information reported to the 

commander has expanded significantly. This information "explosion" has helped commanders 

pierce the fog of war, while also adding friction to the system of command. Despite these 

innovations, command remains a human exercise. Technology has changed the command 

process, but not the principles and the essence of command. Therefore, technology must be 

briefly analyzed as it applies to battle command. 

These demands on the command system result from the speed and precision, 

complexity and increased mobility, and dispersion of modem forces. Coordination and control 

have grown both in importance and in difficulty. Modern weapon systems have decreased the 

time available for accurate decision making and coordination. What took hours or days to 

initiate now may take only minutes. While this temporal reduction continues, the information 

loop continues to grow in size and increase in the volume of information passed. 

Communications and data processing advances have effected both the methods of 

command and how such devices are employed. Orders and graphics which contribute to the 
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decision making process can now be faxed over tactical communications systems. Command 

posts contain satellite communications equipment, computers, radios, telephones, fax machines, 

and a host of automated devices. The end result is that, given the complexity of today’s forces 

and the multiple missions which must be performed, overall coordination and control becomes 

crucial. Command becomes the critical link in the effective distribution of resources which 

allows quick, clear assessments of the situation and timely, accurate decisions. 

Command cannot become an end unto itself. Limitations and influence of technology 

must be understood, from satellite positioning for the global positioning systems (GPS) and 

satellite communications (SATCOM), to limited data transmission rates for tactical faxes. The 

commander must utilize the technology to his advantage while compensating for shortcomings 

with other means, including liaison officers and forward command posts. Command is a human 

activity and technology will not change that.^ Technology cannot become a false hope which 

will clear the fog of war away. The commander must understand the limitations of technology 

just as he understands what his forces can and cannot accomplish. 

Radio communications are an example of what technology can bring to the battlefield 

while not altering the theories of command. Radio provided an advantage to the commander 

by freeing him from fixed communications nodes. This allowed the commander to move 

forward in a small command group to see and influence the battle. Furthermore, decisions 

and orders could be sent quickly, allowing for more preparation and quicker execution. 

Regardless of the tempo of operations, weather, or time of day, commanders could stay in 

touch with control nodes and the tactical commanders. Limitations continued through enemy 

action and terrain, but commanders could move about the battlefield to the decisive point, as 

necessary, so that their presence could influence the battle.* Whether it was Napoleon 

moving to the sound of the guns in 1809 or General Gavish of the Israeli Army in the Sinai 

campaign in 1967, the commander positioned himself to influence the battle and direct overall 

operations.** 

Technology which facilitates the commander’s ability to "see" and influence actions 

across a widely dispersed battlefield, while conducting simultaneous operations, further allows 

him to bring order from chaos. Command judgement and responsibility remain the prerogative 

of the commander. Operational commanders require means such as SATCOM or 
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teleconferencing to control the effects of formations, while obtaining a feel for widely dispersed 

operations. The commander can then evaluate the accuracy of information and success of the 

operation, while maintaining a focus upon the end state of the operation through his vision. 

The "theoretical" or "ideal" commander is not overawed by technolo^cal innovation, 

rather he uses it to advantage, constantly reviewing the situation looking for opportunities. 

Further, he understands the effects of terrain and time/distance factors which influence 

movement and actions on the battlefield. The synchronization of fires, logistics, protection, 

maneuver, and command and control emphasize the maximizing of capabilities while minimizing 

limitations. Timely, accurate decisions, are founded upon accurate, factual information obtained 

from subordinates. In order to ever achieve this ideal, command methods to achieve these 

goals must be reflected in the doctrine of battle command. 

III. DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS OF BATTLE COMMAND 

Doctrine bridges theory and practice through the development of certain doctrinal 

principles. These principles then provide the basis for tactical, technical, and operational 

procedures. Technological iimovation most often comes at this level of tactics, techniques, 

and procedures (TTP). Command has always been a human endeavour, so the principles of 

command generally remain consistent, even with the emergence of new technology. The 

technological impact falls upon the "exercise" of battle command. Intent, vision, mission, 

and communications still serve as basic concepts and implements of command. 

A comparison of U.S. Army doctrine, (the 1941 and 1949 versions of U.S. Army FM 

100-5, Field Service Regulations fFSRL Operations. FM 100-5 (1993), Operations: FM 101-5, 

Command and Control for Commanders and Staff: TRADOC PAM 11-9, Blueprint of the 

Battlefieldl indicates the concepts have changed little over time. Further, doctrine provides a 

bridge to the reality of battle and a foundation for the historical examples which follow. 

The 1941 edition of FM 100-5 stressed in much the same way as classical theory that 

man was the fundamental instrument of war; other implements may change, but "he remains 

relatively constant".*^ The impact of dispersion and modem weapons required cohesion and 

teamwork which was built through good leadership. The commander exercised decisive action 

above all else. Critical traits were: anticipation, flexibility to combat friction and the 

unexpected in war, and mission focus.® These qualities allowed the commander to assess 
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information quickly, make an estimate of the situation, and then make a decision. This rapidity 

of thought was deemed critical for good leaders. Those who avoided or delayed decisions 

lacked "energetic leadership" which led to lost opportunities and failure.^ 

To exercise command, leaders required a strong sense of responsibility, determination, 

a willingness to take risks in the face of adversity, and an iron will to accomplish the mission. 

Command was a continuous, changing process which might call for new decisions at anytime.^ 

The successful commander was able to balance all these requirements, always staying focused 

on future missions and objectives. During his estimate of the situation, the commander 

considered the mission assigned, forces available, the enemy, and the area of operations. 

Further, when considering courses of action, the commander had to consider which would best 

facilitate future operations. The implication was that mission accomplishment and the 

establishment of favorable conditions for future operations served to focus the commander, 

thus providing the foundation for "seeing" and influencing the battle.^ 

The August 1949 edition of FM 100-5 incorporated the tactical lessons of World War 

n, including those characteristics and skills required for the successful combat commander. 

Despite improved technology, the individual as part of a team was still considered decisive on 

the battlefield. Unit cohesion and teamwork required good leadership and discipline. Leaders 

accomplished this by conducting personal visits, sharing danger, and having personal contact 

with "mental, moral, and physical state of troops”.®' Leaders needed to be confident, self- 

reliant, energetic, and determined in execution.®* They required strength of will, knowledge 

and vision to anticipate future operations; moral and physical courage. These attributes 

contributed to self-confidence, bold and determined action. Leadership such as this would 

overcome or "offset numerical inferiority" and maintain the initiative.* In addition to this 

consideration, the commander remained focused on the mission, while monitoring the 

proportion of expenditure of combat power. The key was decisive action to gain material 

advantage over the enemy. Ultimately, the staff assisted the commander and received guidance 

from him. All decisions; however, were his responsibility.™ 

Doctrine is not focused at one level, but extends through the tactical, operational, 

and strategic level of war. The tenets embodied in current doctrine, FM 100-5, Operations 

(1993)-agility, Initiative, depth, synchronization, and versatility-are not solely American 
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characteristics and are not limited to any particular service or nationality. Their application 

may be influenced by technology, but the tenets are intellectual, rather than physical. These 

mental states bridge the gap from theory to practical execution of command.^^ 

Agility represents the intuitive grasp of the commander. Great boxers show agility 

by sustaining an intuitive grasp of their own position and their opponents in the riug, while 

maintaining balance and power to strike a blow. Similarly, operational commanders in modern 

battle must continually shift, with the unexpected often becoming the expected. The 

commander must have mental and physical agility since battles are a contest of wills. 

Opportunities appear and disappear continuously with victory going to the commander with the 

balance and foresight to strike or shift at the proper time. Agility develops from a keen 

sense of what is happening in battle, arising from the knowledge, experience, and intuition 

of the commander. He must transition rapidly from one situation to the next, anticipating 

options, while always maintaining more options than the enemy.’* 

Initiative for the commander requires flexibility of thought and vision of the 

development of the operation. He develops initiative from experience and competence gained 

through years of study and operational assignments. Commanders who ensure they maintain 

the initiative, dictate the tempo and terms of battle to the enemy. The decision cycle for the 

commander and staff must be quicker than that of the enemy. Part of this mental and physical 

quickness is the understanding of the commander’s intent and the ultimate objective. The need 

for this tenacity has increased in importance by the fast-paced tempo of modem battle. 

Anticipation and imagination combine to allow the commander and units to take advantage of 

vulnerabilities and opportunities which arise in battle.** 

Depth is applied to the commander’s understanding of the influence of the battle space 

with respect to time, space, and resources. Linear thought is no longer sufficient since the 

commander must fight a war that is a continuum of actions in space and time. Modern 

weapons systems, communications abilities, and dispersed forces have increased the tempo of 

battle. Increased mobility, higher sortie rates, and naval force capabilities have compressed 

time and space. Commanders must view the plane of action as the chess master does. The 

game or operation is a series of interrelated actions -- each move becomes a prelude to a series 
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of future actions. The commander’s vision and intuition give him the ability, over time and 

space, to recognize future vulnerabilities and opportunities while reducing enemy options.'^'' 

Synchronization provides the commander his most difficult tenet to apply in joint and 

combined operations. It is similar to the workings of a watch with hundreds or thousands of 

parts. The time piece must be assembled precisely and work in unison or it will not run 

properly. In warfare, the commander must guide his staff and make decisions in order to 

synchronize the movements of resources to the proper time and place on the battlefield. The 

commander must harness the a^ity and initiative of subordinates, synchronizing them 

throughout the depth of the battlefield to ensure success. This is critical to achieving unity of 

effort and efficient action. The process must continue despite friction inherent within the 

system of command. The problems are not overcome solely by planning, but by a trained staff, 

guided by a clear vision and steady focus of the commander.’* 

Versatility is to the pentathlete as agility is to the boxer. The pentathlete trains 

and competes in five different, military-style events; the boxer only one. Commanders must be 

able to task organize forces, move from one mission or environment to another rapidly, all 

while maintaining mission focus. During World War II and Korea, the Army adapted quickly 

to the environment and tactics of the enemy.’* Versatility requires the commander to 

maintain his vision and to provide clear guidance to subordinate units and staff in order to 

operate across the full range of military operations. 

The U.S. Army’s senior leadership manual, FM 22-103, Leadership and Command at 

Senior Levels, deals specifically with the higher level command and management. The 

operational commander must control the unit through indirect leadership. Further, he must 

use subordinates to buUd functional suborganizations within the greater whole. The operational 

commander must also rapidly assess situations, work within uncertainty, and understand enemy 

and friendly capabilities. During peacetime he must build the teamwork and vision for the unit 

while continuing to study the art of war. To provide a focus for the organization, the leader 

must provide a vision of what the organization must do and is capable of doing at a future 

time.” 

The U.S. Army’s capstone manual on command and control, FM 101-5, Command and 

Control For Commanders and Staff, describes the roles, relationships, organization, and 
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responsibilities of the commander and staff from battalion to corps. The focus is on tactical 

units with staffs and thus has limited utility for operational formations which may exist above 

corps. It specifically addresses battle command and the role of the commander.^ The 

importance of the commander being the central figure in planning appears blurred. While the 

commander is key to action, his estimate is considered the same as the operations estimate. 

This is misleading. The commander’s estimate is performed by the commander, separate from 

the staff, with information from the staff and based on the commander’s experience and 

intuition. As part of the decision making process, the staff presents, time permitting, their 

estimates to the commander. He then makes a decision, based on the urgency of the situation, 

as to what course of action to pursue. If necessary, the commander may go with just his own 

estimate and inform the staff what actions are to be taken.^ 

TRADOC Pamphlet 11-9, Blueprint for the Battlefield, provides an additional focus 

on operational command, to include the exercise of authority and control over assigned forces 

and resources. It is accomplished through the arrangement of resources in time and space to 

meet the commander’s end state. The commander assigns missions, allocates resources, 

maintains a focus on the objective, and clearly understands constraints and restrictions on the 

force. These requirements demand the commander anticipate, think, and visualize the 

battlefield beyond the present or current tactical situation. Tactical commanders fight the 

battles which contribute to the success or failure of the operational aim. The operational 

commander sets the conditions for tactical success by providing resources and anticipating 

future actions. Further, the operational commander determines when proper conditions are 

achieved to initiate battle. The commander’s initiative directs the decisive action. Once it has 

begun, the operational commander provides maamum latitude and flexibility to his 

subordinates, while providing resources to them to fight the tactical actions.*® 

Comparing past and current doctrine with theory, one finds a good match. What sets 

the timeless challenges apart, however, from modern combat is the scope, intensity, and tempo 

which confront the operational commander. Doctrine requires the commander to conduct an 

estimate of the situation. This fits with the theoretical need to assess what is true and possible 

while making decisions based upon that information. It also provides a means for the 

commander to stay focused on future operations with a view to keep the force positioned to 
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conduct subsequent operations. Current doctrine additionally requires a commander to 

visualize the battlefield and influence action. He does this by positioning himself forward on 

the battlefield with subordinates. Further, he anticipates future requirements, makes decisions 

to provide and synchronize resources for subordinates, and sets the conditions for success 

throughout the depth of the battlefield. All the while, he remains focused on the objective, 

determined, resolute of purpose, and maintaining the initiative to achieve victory. 

rV. TRAINING THE ART OF COMMAND 

Leader development in the Army has four links which influence the training of battle 

command (Figure 1). Operational assignments and unit training programs serve as the proving 

ground for Army institutional training (platoon leader to corps commander) and individual self 

study, during those assignments, unit training requires the leader to prepare for particular 

missions, study the profession, and learn from each activity through after action reviews (AARs) 

and lessons learned. Leader development progression is similar to that of the master craftsman 

of the Middle Ages. Through initial assignments and training, individuals are apprentices in 

the art of battle command. Later, as they progress through command to field grade rank, they 

become journeyman of the art. Finally, as they approach senior level command, they become 

the masters, still learning, but now imparting their knowledge to others. 

Tactical decision exercises are used throughout the U.S. Army as instruments to teach 

various learning objectives. Students attending Officer Basic and Advanced Courses serve in 

leadership or command positions during exercises which require planning actions and decisions 

to tactical situations. Through 1993, the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College 

(CGSC) used tactical scenarios to train the staff process, but little was done to include training 

in the art of command. Students functioned mainly as staff officers at the brigade, division, 

corps, and joint task force level.** The U.S. Army War College focuses on the strategic level 

and the development of strategy and national policy again ignoring specific training in Battle 

Command.** So while training the art of command at lower tactical levels, command at the 

operational level has previously been neglected. In January of 1994 an elective course on 

Battle Command was begun at CGSC.** The Tactical Commanders Development Course 

(TCDC), a two week pre-command course, has also begun using vignettes focused on 
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"battle command" in the second week of instruction (Battle Command Development Course- 

BCDC) for maneuver commanders (Infantry, Armor, Aviation). Future brigade and battalion 

commanders are given the opportunity to visualize the battlefield while contemplating how they 

can influence the battle under various scenarios.®* 

The Army works diligently and expends significant resources to train tactical leaders 

within units. The Combat Training Centers [CTCs--National Training Center (NTC), Combat 

Maneuver Training Center (CMTC), and Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC)] provide 

realistic tactical training for units, while the Battle Command Traimng Program (BCTP) 

provides the same training for Corps and Division commanders and their battle staffs. BCTP 

is the capstone training program for Army leaders. These training programs have also 

integrated joint and combined operations into the training scenarios. 

These exercises serve several crucial purposes in the professional development of 

officers. Tactical battle command problems allow an officer to demonstrate the ability to use 

the military decision making process. The leader must understand the capabilities and 

limitations of his own organization as well as that of the enemy. Further, the soldier or staff 

must comprehend how orders and plans influence forces, both vertically and horizontally, 

creating opportunities for future operations. Decision and planning exercises assist in 

developing leaders and staffs which have tactical and operational awareness. 

Development of leaders requires more than the exercises which occur at the unit and 

institutional level. Self study and education of competent, confident leaders is of paramount 

importance. Self development is critical for future growth as a leader and to exercise battle 

command. General Patton stated. Those who achieve greatness did so outside of schools, 

through very intense and lifelong self-study of their profession. ** This self study grows in 

importance as one increases in rank and responsibility. It seems theory and our doctrine are 

in agreement on battle command, but our training focus requires refmement. We train tactical 

leaders fairly well; however, the only training done for operational battle command occurs 

during a corps level BCTP rotation. Little is done above the corps level for joint or combined 

commanders.*^ Looking at the training and careers of two historically famous military leaders 

(Generals Patton and Ridgway) may provide some insights on how to train individuals in Battle 

Command for the future. 
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V. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF BATTLE COMMAND 

General George S.Patton Jr. 

General George Patton’s preparation for command of Third U.S. Army was based 

primarily on his combat experience and expertise with armored warfare. As a young officer, 

Patton had served with the Punitive Expedition to Mexico in 1917 and commanded a tank 

brigade in World War I. His armored experience resulted from serving with cavalry forces 

which transitioned to mechanized units, diligent self study, command of the 2nd Armored 

Division, the I Armored Corps, and the Desert Training Center prior to World War 11. As 

commander of Operation TORCH, the amphibious invasion of North Africa, he conducted one 

of the first large-scale, joint operations of the war. His leadership of II (US) Corps during 

North Africa involved joint (U.S. Army Air Force) and combined (British and French) 

operations, as well as mechanized warfare in the desert. After North Africa, Patton 

commanded Seventh (US) Army during the Sicily campaign, capturing Messina using combined 

arms operations and short, amphibious envelopments. As a result of his numerous assignments, 

many considered General Patton the most experienced American combat commander until the 

Normandy invasion. General Eisenhower, the Supreme Allied Commander in Europe 

described him as the most flexible of generals, someone who always took care of matters, both 

big and small.** During the Central European campaigns of World War II, Patton’s command 

was primarily a joint one, with support from IX Tactical Air Command. Further, Third Army 

conducted limited combined operations with Free French Forces (FFF)and resistance groups. 

The rapport General Patton developed with his soldiers was electric, the personal 

image he cultivated appealed to the basic motivations of combat soldiers. Patton was an actor 

who carefully played the role of warrior in dress and action.* His dominant belief was that 

a commander’s place was at the front leading his soldiers, where he could see and influence the 

combat actions of his subordinates. He would conduct himself in this manner through the long 

campaigns in Central Europe, despite weariness, cold, and vicious fighting. 

Early during the staff planning process in England prior to the Normandy landings, 

Patton provided broad guidelines for essential elements of information which his staff would 

later refine. Many of these statements were nothing more than thoughts on how the Third 

Army would fight, visualizing how he felt the campaigns on the continent unfolding. Patton also 
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had a study conducted of the roads in Normandy used by William the Conqueror, reasoning 

that those very roads would be useful in TUSA’s drive across France.*® He envisioned 

operations starting at Nantes on the Atlantic coast and following an axis east along the Loire 

River focusing, on the fortress city of Metz. Further, he believed the Army would not cross the 

river unless compelled to do so by enemy action. This broad statement of intent set the stage 

for the coming campaigns, anticipating enemy actions and ultimately providing a fairly accurate 

vision of the battle on the continent.** 

The Ardennes campaign began on 16 December 1944 with a German counteroffensive 

into a weakly occupied sector of the Allied front in the Ardennes (Map 1) held by Major 

General Troy Middleton’s VIII Corps of First (US) Army (FUSA). During the Ardennes 

battles, British General Sir Bernard L. Montgomery took operational command of all forces 

(British, FUSA and Ninth (US) Army) north of the German penetration (Map l--Eisenborn- 

Malmedy-Celles). General Omar N. Bradley received operational command of all of FUSA 

forces south of that line and Patton’s Third Army. Sixth Army Group under General Jacob K. 

Devers assumed part of the Saar sector from the Third Army and remained on the defensive.*^ 

Montgomery counterattacked the German breakthrough with FUSA attacking south to link-up 

with Patton’s TUSA in the vicinity of Houffalize.(Maps 1,3) The campaign was an exacting 

one, filled with tenacious fighting, horrendous weather, difficult situations and synchronization 

of forces, and heroic actions on the part of the American soldier. By the end of January 1945, 

the Ardennes campaign or "Battle of the Bulge" had ended with American forces firmly 

established inside the border of the German Reich near the Rhine River.*^ (Maps 1,3) 

Patton’s finest hour ais a commander was his handling of TUSA during the Ardennes 

campaign. As early as the ninth of December, Patton had considered the possibility of a 

German offensive through Luxembourg (Map 1) on his northern flank in the First (US) Army 

zone. General Patton always wanted to maintain the initiative, demonstrated by the belief 

that he normally was thinking ahead of the Third Army staff. Patton was a master at 

improvisation and synchronization with a "sixth sense" or intuition which enabled him to "get 

into the enemy’s thinking" and anticipate their moves. At the beginning of the German 

offensive. General Patton anticipated the German attack with typical aggressiveness. "If they 

attack us. I’m ready for them. But I’m inclined to think the party will be up north. VIII Corps 
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has been sitting still - a sure invitation to trouble"Patton’s intuition and ability to anticipate 

and "see" the battlefield led him to conclude on 19 December that Bastogne lay on the axis of 

a "presumptive counterattack". He visualized Bastogne as key terrain and a critical objective 

on the way to St Vith and beyond to "cut Germans off.” The Germans on the other hand 

had completely ignored or overlooked the significance of Bastogne to their ambitious 

plans.®* 

Patton was an agile, aggressive, offensive minded commander. To maintain momentum 

and initiative Patton believed. The only way you can win a war is to attack and keep on 

attacking, and after you have done that, keep attacking some more...."®® Despite misgivings 

by Generals Eisenhower and Montgomery concerning Third Army’s ability to conduct a three 

division counterattack within 72 hours on 22 December, Patton contended, "I maintained my 

conviction that it is better to attack with a small force at once, and attain surprise, than it is to 

wait and lose it."®* Unknown to either Eisenhower or Montgomery, contingency planning by 

Patton and the TUSA staff had started on 9 December 1944.®® 

Patton’s contingency plan envisioned a counterattack north with three divisions. 

Moreover, he pushed his staff and commanders to know the enemy and never underestimate 

him- When Patton was informed of German movements in First Army sector, he ordered 

reconnaissance plans and operations expanded to include the enemy buildup areas. Patton 

believed that these forces could influence his planned offensive into the Saar within twenty-four 

hours.'” Third Army contingency planning resulted from Patton’s intuition and preparedness 

to respond to an attack. 

Patton’s initial offensive plan called for an assault through the Saar by two corps to 

destroy all enemy forces west of the Rhine, therefore eliminating them as a factor in crossing 

the river. Ill (US) Corps was to be held in reserve to exploit the breakthrough. Upon 

notification of the Ardennes offensive, Patton saw it as an opportunity to execute his offensive 

and stay focused on the objective, "German offensive perfect. Third and Seventh Armies could 

continue attack and expose German rear area and trap forces west of Rhine."'®’ Patton 

realized however, the plan was "too bold for 12th Army Group, 21st Army Group or 

SHAEF."'” On 19 December, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, Supreme Allied Commander, 

called a conference at 'Verdun for planning the Allied response to Field Marshal Von 
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Rundstedt’s breakthrough in the Ardennes. Patton presented his counterattack plan to Bradley 

and Eisenhower. With his staff planning the movements required, Patton’s intent and 

determination were articulated. He would attack with III(US) Corps, "I’m positive I can make 

a strong attack on the 22nd, but only with three divisions, the 26th, 80th Infantry, and the 4th 

Armored. I cannot attack with more until some days later, but I’m determined to attack on the 

22nd with what I’ve got."^® General Bradley described Patton’s performance m glowing 

terms, "His generalship during this difficult maneuver was magnificent, one of the most brilliant 

performances by any commander on either side in World War II."‘°^ 

The campaign objective for TUSA was clear: blunt the German attack. Patton 

remarked, "Everyone m this Army must understand that we are not fighting this battle in any 

half-assed manner. It’s either root-hog or die. Shoot the works. If those hun bastards can do 

it that way, then so can we."‘“ Patton viewed TUSA positions along the Saar as a base of 

operations and a start point for future operations into the Palatinate and to the Rhine. Once 

the counterattack was under way, Patton focused on a "power drive to the Rhine" with a focus 

on a breakthrough and exploitation for decisive action.**'* Patton’s final appraisal of the 

counterattack by Third Army, "Some people call it luck, some genius, I caU it 

determination."**” 

General Patton made maximum use of technology to command forward, while 

maintaining contact with his staff through the extensive use of a mobile command post 

throughout the Ardennes campaign. He organized a fast, mobile CP that was designed to 

operate in fluid, constantly changing situations. This mobile command post provided accurate 

information to support decisions anywhere on the battlefield.**** He was always forward, 

nsing his personal presence to influence the campaign while more clearly "seeing" the battle first 

hand by serving as his own "directed telescope".**” 

Instilled with Patton’s vision and drive, the TUSA staff worked tirelessly, performing 

meticulous planning, turning three divisions ninety degrees and moving them over snow covered 

roads to attack in forty-eight hours. When the staff issued a directive, Patton seldom interfered. 

This allowed him more freedom and flexibility to go forward and visit soldiers and commanders. 

In line with the 1941 edition of FM 100-5. Patton routinely conducted his own command 

estimates. He asked staff officers specific questions concerning required details. In return he 
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desired direct, clear answers. During the conference at Verdun, Bradley and Patton were 

discussing the situation in Bastogne. General Patton called LTC Oscar Koch, the TUSA G2 

in and asked, "Should Bastogne be held?" Koch responded that it should with a short 

explanation of his rationale. Bradley nodded to Patton and Koch left the room.^^° This was 

typical of the trust Patton had in his staff. 

While his continuous, personalized command at the front may have benefited the Third 

Army staff, some say this continuous presence put Patton into a position to make meddlesome 

tactical decisions. Often these decisions were actually approvals of ones already made by 

subordinate commanders. Further, Patton understood the need for subordinates to 

comprehend the commander’s vision and intent. During WWII, and specifically the Ardennes 

campaign, divisions and corps were shifted between armies as the situation warranted. 

Therefore, it was difficult for subordinate commanders to understand Patton’s vision without 

meeting with him Patton’s forward presence frequently facilitated this process, the rest could 

be accomplished rapidly because of the trust Patton had in his staff. 

When his decisions proved wrong, Patton would take responsibility himself. One 

incident proves very insightful in this regard. Major General Hugh Gaffey, Commander of 4th 

Armored Division, sought approval to continue attacking toward Bastogne at night on 

24 December, after continuously maneuvering and fighting for over two days. It was 

questionable whether this attack would succeed, and it eventually failed. Patton immediately 

took full responsibility for the action stating, "(The] soldiers were tired from fighting around the 

clock. It was too difficult.""* In retrospect he believed a short pause might have helped the 

iinif accomplish the mission and that it was his responsibility that the mission failed. In no way 

did he blame the leaders and soldiers of the 4th Armored Division. 

In another incident of the Ardennes campaign, Bastogne had been relieved by Combat 

Command R of 4th Armored Division on 26 December.(Map 2) At that point Patton felt that 

the Germans were losing ground and that SHAEF should commit one or all of the three 

divisions (11th Armored, 17th Airborne, 87th Infantry Divisions) held in reserve. SHAEF 

released 11th Armored Division to TUSA and the division closed on Bastogne by the twenty- 

ninth. The 11th Armored Division counterattacked Field Marshal Manteuffel and 1st Panzer 

Army who were attempting to cut Bastogne’s line of communication. On January 1,1945, both 
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attacks stalled. (Map 2) Upon learning of this, Patton went directly to 11th AD and met 

General Middleton, VIII Corps commander, where both learned that the division had lost 

forty-nine medium and fifteen light tanks in action. The division commander planned to use 

January 2 to refit and reorganize. Patton ordered the attack forward and by late that evening, 

11th AD had secured its objective of St. Etienne. Patton’s actions and vision maintained the 

initiative and momentum of the attack, keeping the 11th AD focused on its mission.^^^ 

Third Army was composed of ordinary soldiers, inexperienced and unschooled in the 

art of war. Many were not volunteers. They fought with a skill and determination that made 

them one of the most successful armies in World War II. General Patton was the source of 

that drive and determination. He had the ability to make men go out and give everything they 

had to accomplish the mission; to do what seemed impossible to do. When asked what outfit 

he had been in. Third Army soldiers would reply "usually with pride, sometimes with hatred, 

but never indifference —’Patton’s Third Army’".**^ 

General Matthew Ridgwav 

General Matthew B. Ridgway had prepared himself for command over many years of 

experience and study. To him, this study and training anticipated the time when the 

responsibility of standing to fight, attacking or withdrawing would be his responsibility 

alone.“^ Throughout pre-WWII service in the Orient, WWII command of an airborne 

division and corps, Ridgway had led soldiers brilliantly. From Sicily to Normandy, through the 

Ardennes to the Baltic, he had gained insight into command of soldiers in battle. In a variety 

of assignments after the war, he developed an understanding of communist methods, purposes, 

and strategies. When the North Korean communists invaded South Korea on 25 June 1950, he 

was convinced that communism must be stopped in Korea.'*^ 

Major General Walton Walker, Commander of Eighth Army, died in a vehicle crash 

on the morning of December 23, 1950. Major General Walker had commanded Eighth Army 

during the tough days of summer 1950 in the desperate battles along the Naktong River around 

the Pusan perimeter. (Map 4) In the breakout and pursuit in September and October, General 

Walker had led his troops north first to link up with X(US)Corps at Inchon, then to retake the 

Korean peninsula only to run into the Communist Chinese forces in late November. 
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The chance that Walker might be killed in action had been discussed by General 

MacArthur and the Army Chief of Staff, General Collins, as early as the Pusan battle. In 

that event, MacArthur had asked that Lieutenant General Ridgway take command of Eighth 

Army. MacArthm was familiar with Ridgway’s WWII record and had known him from service 

at West Point. Also Ridgway, as the Army’s Chief of Staff for Operations and Administration, 

had been involved in shipping reinforcements into the theater and therefore understood the 

complexity and difficulty due to the Chinese intervention. 

Upon arriving Christmas Day 1950, General Ridgway took command of a demoralized, 

retreating army which had been pushed back to just north of Seoul. How General Ridgway 

turned Eighth Army around and hurled the Chinese with awesome casualties back into North 

Korea is a story of heroism of the common soldier, complemented by dedicated combat 

leadership — battle command. A resolute leader who demanded the best from every man and 

unit, Ridgway was unencumbered by fear or apprehension and had the utmost confidence in 

himself and his men."** General Ridgway exhibited courage and personal presence of 

command, an aura of determined leadership. The most striking feature about Ridgway was this 

determination he radiated, which many close associates found hard to describe. One compared 

it to Superman, the impression being that Matt Ridgway could "knock over a building with a 

single blow, or stare a hole through a wall, if he wanted to"."^ This very powerful presence 

was opposite of the attitude he initially encountered in Eighth Army. 

Ridgway was offensive minded, clearly anticipating the need to regain the initiative in 

January 1951, but his staff was initially skeptical. He wanted to retake the initiative from the 

commimists and expected his units to punish the enemy.*’* During January and February 

1951, General Ridgway focused on exploiting the capabilities of the forces under his command 

to the maximum extent possible. Despite a lack of clear political direction, Ridgway correctly 

anticipated the requirements of the authorities in Washington. He realized that offensive action 

and maintaining the initiative allowed those at the National Security Council and the National 

Command Authority time to formulate policy and make well-thought out strategic decisions.”® 

Further, he did not want to have UN forces restricted below the 38th parallel since this would 

provide the enemy another sanctuary, (the first being China north of the Yalu).*^ He 
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anticipated that future operations would end around the 38th parallel; therefore, offensive 

operations were structured to achieve roughly this line. (Map 4) 

The problem Ridgway perceived when he took over Eighth Army was poor division and 

corps commanders who lacked aggressiveness and determination. General Ridgway sent a 

message to General Collins, the Army Chief of Staff, that, T will be ruthless with our General 

officers if they faU to measure up".*“ To instill the Ridgway style, he gave specific 

instructions upon taking command. Commanders must know the enemy, terrain, and their 

subordinates; stop abandoning equipment; maximize firepower; scrutinize awards; visit wounded 

and encourage them to rejoin their units; take care of soldiers; and leave command posts and 

conduct aggressive reconnaissance.*^ 

Ridgway himself conducted personal reconnaissance by aircraft forward of UN forces. 

He commanded up front with an advanced command post (CP) forward with the corps CPs. 

He visited units everyday, demanding discipline, aggressive action, and taking care of soldiers. 

He restored the fighting spirit of HUSA by sharing the hardships and the experiences of the 

soldiers. 

General Ridgwa/s actions tipped the balance in Korea. His message to the troops and 

the Korean government was simple; he was there to stay and would give his utmost, he 

expected the same from them.'" His leadership turned Eighth Army around and set the 

stage for the offensive actions in 1951.'“ He was constantly at the crises action point, where 

the going was tough, without trespassing on subordinate initiative. Probably the best description 

came from Rutherford Poats, an United Press (UP) reporter; "What he had to say reflected 

a deep insight into the psychology of his own troops and of the enemy. What he had done in 

helping Eighth Army regain faith in itself recommended him for a place in the select company 

of the great."'* 

The vision and objective focus of General Ridgway are brilliantly stated in this order 

to Eighth Army. "We are mterested only in inflicting maximum casualties to the enemy with 

TniniTniiTTi casualties to ourselves. To do this we must wage a war of maneuver - slashing at the 

enemy when he withdraws and fighting delaying actions when he attacks."'^ Further, he 

sought to instill in every soldier confidence that Eighth Army had the capability to remain 
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in Korea indefinitely while the delay merged into the defense and ultimately the offense. 

This became the "Ridgway plan": offensive-defensive.'^ 

This "Ridgway plan" was developed during early January 1951. Operations would be 

offensively-oriented with limited retrograde maneuvers to stabilize the front. Strong armored 

counterattacks, supported by all arms, would be executed at every opportunity. The primary 

objective was to inflict maximum losses on enemy personnel and material, while achieving the 

maximum delay possible.'® During February 1951 the only change to the focus of Eighth 

Army was the return to "gradual advances forward".'” By 20 February 1951, Ridgway ordered 

a general resumption of the UN offensive with Operation Killer. The primary objective of this 

offensive was to destroy enemy forces east of the Han River. Further, his focus and intent for 

the operation were stated clearly, "Inflict maximum losses on the enemy, meanwhile maintaining 

intact all major units and effecting all necessary coordination within and between corps."'^' 

(Map 4) 

Eighth Army continued offensive operations into March, liberating the entire width 

of Korea from Seoul to within ten miles of the 38th parallel. The primary objective continued 

to be the destruction of enemy forces through the synchronized use of firepower and maneuver 

by all UN ground-naval-air forces. The occupation of terrain was a secondary concern and 

usually resulted from inflicting maximum punishment on the enemy.Throughout March, 

Ridgway continued offensive operations, remaining focused on destroying, not defeating, enemy 

forces and material. All operations were conducted in depth, with air and naval strikes deep 

into the 38th parallel area and North Korea. Further, the 187th Regimental Combat Team 

(Airborne) was dropped to the rear of enemy positions simultaneously with the execution of 

ground maneuver to seize Hongchon and Chunchon while destroying enemy forces, material, 

and supplies.'” (Map 4) 

By late March, ground forces had reached the Taepo-Ri-Pukhan River—Masan-ni area. 

Ridgway left to his corps commanders the discretion of adjusting this line to capitalize on any 

opportunity or favorable terrain.(Map 4) While providing his commanders latitude to execute 

their missions, Ridgway anticipated a Chinese attack in April 1951. To meet this threat, he 

planned a fighting withdrawal to inflict maximum losses on the enemy while maintaining 

friendly units intact and the freedom to maneuver. On 22 April the attack began with Eighth 
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Army conducting a fighting withdrawal, stopping north of Seoul. Ridgway then prepared to 

counterattack with an order to Eighth Army allowing a withdrawal again only under "extreme 

pressure". As an army, Eighth Army would never withdraw again.'^ Ridgwa/s vision and 

focus were continued even after he went to Japan as CINCFE/CINCUNC replacing 

MacArthur. General VanFleet continued the aggressive operations envisioned by Ridgway 

superbly fighfing the Ridgway plan in late April against the Chinese offensive.'^ 

When General Ridgway went to Korea in December of 1950, he he did not inculcate 

in EUSA anything it had not already learned and demanded nothing it could not accomplish. 

Decisive leadership was Ridgwa/s legacy to EUSA. 

General George Patton and General Matthew Ridgway displayed a brilliant capacity 

and ability to exercise battle command. Both were extremely successful and are personally 

credited with turning around potentially disastrous situations. Ridgway had probably the more 

difficult situation due to the ambiguous political situation and a truly joint/combined command. 

Patton, however, was a master at maneuvering forces in extremely fluid situations and the 

German military had a greater capacity for synchronized action than the Chinese. Both Armies 

(TUSA and EUSA/UNC) excelled when faced with the unexpected, proving to be up to the 

task. To Ridgwa/s credit, after his departure in April 1951, Eighth Army continued to operate 

in an outstanding manner. Patton and Ridgway exploited technological advances such as 

aircraft and radio to command forward while maintaining contact with subordinate commanders 

and staff. Fmally, Ridgway and Patton were able to see the battlefield and influence action in 

order to stay focused on the ultimate end state and objective. Each embodied the very essence 

of battle command. 

VI. THE FUTURE OF BATTLE COMMAND 

The complexity of battle command has grown since the days of World War II. The 

U.S. Army, and the military as a whole, have undergone a change in mission and focus with 

non-traditional military roles emerging for the battle commander. Joint, combined, and 

interagency operations are more common than ever before. More significantly, the battlefield 

has grown more complex and fraught with ambiguity. 
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Command as characterized in theory is clearly useful, and battle command, as outlined 

in current doctrine, serves as an extension of the theoretical discussions on the importance of 

the commander. Battle command focuses on the commander, emphasizing "command" rather 

than "control". Leader development programs within the military must develop adaptive leaders 

and better prepare commanders to exercise operational battle command. Personality of the 

commander, especially in joint and combined operations can often be critical. A commander’s 

force of personality, as Patton and Ridgway showed, provides a common purpose and 

motivation to succeed. The common vision requires not only well-articulated goals shared by 

members of a joint force or coalition/alliance. It involves the efforts of leaders who inspire, 

motivate, and direct multi- service and/or cultural forces in the successful execution of the 

campaign. 

The commander is the focal point for decision-making. By providing guidance and 

intent based on a vision of the battlefield, the commander focuses the staff on providing 

necessary resources and control for an operation. The key to these actions are the commander 

and staff estimates. The 1941 version of FM 100-5. Field Service RegulationsfFSR'): 

Operations, highlighted the commander’s estimate as the critical part of operational decision 

making. Further, the commander’s estimate was viewed as an independent action from staff 

estimates. The staff and commander work as a team, but the commander ultimately makes 

decisions. Current doctrine in FM 101-5 blurs the operations and commander’s estimates while 

stating the commander’s estimate is based in part on staff estimates alone.*^ 

Current doctrine should reflect the intent and procedures provided in the May 1941 

edition of FM 100-5, Field Service Regulations: Operations. The commander conducts an 

estimate based on available information, strategic guidance, and his own knowledge, experience, 

and intuition. He then compares the estimate to the staff estimates and provides guidance for 

the staff to begin planning, with the commander’s estimate driving the staff process. The staff 

then facilitates control of resources, monitors execution of the plan, and provides information 

to the commander to enable him to make accurate, timely decisions. The commander makes 

decisions in a determined manner, taking full responsibility for all actions. He is the critical 

individual, while the staff serves a supporting role. Both Patton and Ridgway did this 

effectively. 
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The current Army staff manual, FM 101-5. provides the basis for courses taught in the 

Army professional development system. The commander’s estimate is considered part of the 

staff process rather than a separate function with information provided by the staff. Without 

formal emphasis on a commander’s estimate, the misconception continues that the staff drives 

decision making. The Battle Command and Training Program seems to highlight this point. 

Further, joint and combined education must continue to improve so that the requirements of 

battle command are reflected. 

Current joint doctrine does not fully address operational vision and the need to 

anticipate on the battlefield. FM 100-5 goes along way toward this in the discussion of battle 

command, but Joint Publication 3-0. does not really address operational vision and battle 

command. Vision is more than the commander’s intent. It describes an end state to be 

achieved, defines the tactical actions necessary to achieve operational success, and is 

procedurally focused. The synchronization of resources facilitates the conditions which 

allow for tactical success. The conditions link the anticipated battle and engagements into 

an overall campaign design to achieve the desired end state. Commanders must think like the 

chess master, an entire game in advance, while staying flexible when given new and changing 

information. 

One way to focus battle command would be the publication of a joint "Battle 

Command" manual. Current Army doctrine could be used as a start point since it is the most 

developed concerning battle command. Properly structured, this manual could go beyond staff- 

commander interaction fFM 101-51. the broad definitions in FM 100-5. and expand the 

discussions of leadership and battle command. Command vignettes for situational learning 

could focus on command and leadership, control and decision-making. This joint publication 

would need to visualize how military power can be applied throughout the battle space to 

achieve victory. The manual could be mteractive on CD-ROM to allow multiple solutions to 

a given situation. Further, this might contribute to the synthesis of leadership, tactical 

decision-making, and management skills throughout the services. 

With continued improvements in communications equipment and technological 

advances which will lead to the "digitization" of the battlefield, the military, and Army in 

p2U’ticular, must review how officers are prepared for operational command. Digitized 
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communications and information, smaller staffs, and mobile command and control (C2) may 

cause a revolutionary change to the way battle command is exercised. Commanders must 

command forward to see and influence the battle, while using technology to stay abreast of a 

myriad of information and situational changes. This situational awareness will be made easier 

with digitization; however, a potential problem exists. While the hierarchal structure of layers 

of command may change to a more open, non-hierarchal system, the commander must avoid 

"meddling". The operational commander must still allow subordinate commanders the latitude 

to fight their units as they deem appropriate, avoiding the Vietnam syndrome of orbiting 

helicopters and micromanagement. The operational commander provides the purpose and 

resources to accomplish the mission, while not telling the subordinate how to accomplish the 

mission. 

Leader development and battle command continue to improve. At some point, with 

advancing technology, the leader development chain, (Figure 1 - self-study, institutional 

schooling, and operational assignments) can be improved. Operational assignments and study 

would focus on battle command and instruction on the operational level of war. With 

technological advances, a leader in the field could learn from exercises conducted at any 

military institution or joint command. The Leader Development Chain would become seamless 

leading to adaptive, creative leaders. Further, this self learning would greatly enhance 

performance in operational assignments. 

Part of the solution could be the development of school scenarios (institutional 

training) and situational training exercises (STXs) which would assist unit leader training and 

self study. These scenarios would be based on "nested concepts" - intent and missions cascade 

to each subordinate to develop battle command. These lessons would serve to inculcate 

initiative through decentralized decision-making, improve mental agility and versatility via 

uniform operational thinking, and reinforce the responsibility for one’s mission in the 

framework of the higher mission and concept. Further, the importance of superior 

communicative skills would be strengthened through the use of standard orders, which list 

tactical tasks and purposes in concert with common formats and preparation techniques. These 

STXs and vignettes could utilize interactive video and CD-ROM to allow leaders to make 

decisions and then receive feedback on the result of the decision. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Operational assignments and self study will continue to provide the most useful means 

of training operational commanders. While Ridgway and Patton both were students of the art 

of war and the art of command, they also had tough assignments which prepared them for 

command. Institutional training could not have provided such a realistic learning environment. 

Duty as commanders of a division, corps, and in Patton’s case Seventh Army, provided the 

experience leading to success. Both Patton and Ridgway used their knowledge and experience 

to support intuition on the battlefield. They were able to "see" what others could not. They 

realized that command was a personal business, exercised by commanders who led and 

understood the opportunities and chaos of battle. Our future army will need intuitive, visionary 

leaders adept at the art of command. 

Doctrine provides the bridge from theory to the reality of battle. Currently, 

joint doctrine is proceduraUy oriented and not focused enough on battle command. The 

problem appears to focus on the training portion of battle command. The programs recently 

instituted in CGSC and BCDC must be continued along with a clarification of the War College 

level of instruction. This senior level education should retain a focus on national policy and 

strategy, but also must be^ to address operational battle command. The operational 

commander will be the one who will develop the stated strategy or policy into a coherent 

campaign plan, linked to tactical execution. Without this educational component, the doctrinal 

aspect of battle command will wither and die. 

Battle command is a product of the commander’s experience, training, and knowledge. 

With an estimate of the situation, the commander develops a vision of the campaign. The 

commander must have the moral courage to make tough decisions to implement his vision. 

Further, he must maintain a focus on the objective while maintaining flexibility to create 

opportunity. Technology may free the commander from the command post, but he must not 
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encumber subordinate commanders. With this in mind, the operational commander can 

conduct simultaneous operations leading to mission accomplishment. 
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APPENDIX 1 (DEHNITIONS) 

BATTLE COMMAND:*^ Information challenges leaders, especially in this age of 

instantaneous communications. Commanders must assimilate volumes of information to 

visualize the battlefield, assess the situation, and direct action required to achieve victory. 

Like the chess master, commanders must think, anticipate, and act simultaneously. Visualizing 

the battlefield is a continuing requirement for the operational commander. Commanders 

caimot visualize the battlefield from a command post or computer screen, but must move 

among the soldiers and leaders of the command. Command remains a personal business and 

the commander must position himself where he can best influence the battle. Commanders 

"command", while staffs coordinate actions and resources to support the commanders vision of 

the battlefield. 

Leadership at every level is the art of motivating and directing soldiers and leaders to 

accomplish a mission. The art of command is the visualization of the battlefield, present and 

future, both enemy and friendly, and then the development of operations to achieve the ultimate 

objective. Commanders influence the outcome of battles and engagements, operations and 

campaigns by assigning missions; prioritizing and allocating resources; assessing and taking 

risks; deciding how and when to take action; and providing guidance and motivation to the 

organb^ation towmd the desired end state. 

Command contains two critical components: decision making and leadership. Decision 

making is knowing if to decide, then when, and what to decide. These are tactical, operational, 

and strategic judgements. Being in command means anticipating the activities that will put into 

motion the vision of the battlefield once a decision is made. Commanders must understand 

some decisions cannot be retrieved, some may carry stiff consequences if failure occurs, while 

others must be anticipated based on the execution of the decision. Leadership is the taking of 

responsibility for those decisions. Further, leadership involves loyalty to subordinates; inspiring 

and directing forces toward the objective; the establishment of teamwork to insure success, 
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moral and physical courage in the face of adversity; providing vision that focuses and anticipates 

the future course of events. Command is an art, guided in battle by intuition and feel gained 

from years of study and experience. 

Command occurs where the commander is located. Leaders must position themselves 

to respond to opportunities and changing circumstances. Flexibility is critical for every 

commander, but especially the maneuver commander. The commander must understand the 

higher intent up two levels. Further, with an understanding of the concept of operations and 

a clear mission, the commander then fights his unit with confidence. He has the latitude to act 

boldly and anticipate events to accomplish his mission. 

Control is part of battle command. It allows the commander to operate freely, 

delegate authority, lead from any critical point on the battlefield, and synchronize resources 

across the battlefield. The command system must support the commander’s ability to adjust 

for future operations. Trained staffs work with the commander’s vision and intent to control 

and monitor units while alert to enemy or friendly situational changes which require command 

decisions. 

Reliable communications are central to battle command and control. Technology 

allows commanders to use space-based systems for navigation and positioning, communications, 

reconnaissance, and surveillance. These systems enhance the accuracy and speed of information 

which commanders have to make decisions. Despite these advances, technology assists the 

commander. Command, especially on land, remains a function of human will-the commander’s 

will to accomplish an assigned mission. 

BATTLE SPACE:*“ Within a given battle space, commanders must understand the effects 

of geography and terrain, apply appropriate resources, and use joint and combined assets 

against the enemy. Commanders seek to dominate the enemy throughout the battle space. 

Battle space is a physical volume that expands or contracts in relation to the ability to acquire 

and engage the enemy. It is not assigned by a higher commander, rather it is the commander’s 
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concept of vision for dominating the enemy while protecting his own force. His vision is 

unencumbered by boundaries or phase lines, providing the freedom to build a broad 

visualization based on METT-T. 

Battle space includes the combat power of all friendly forces which 

can be brought to bear on the enemy, including joint and combined units. 

Battle space also includes the operational dimensions of combat including time, tempo, depth, 

and synchronization. Battle space must be utilized to the greatest advantage possible. Using 

friendly strengths against enemy weakness while protecting friendly weaknesses remains critical. 

Further, unity of effort of every operation remains essential throughout the battle space. Where 

there is overlap, such as the Ardennes campaign and the battle space of First and Third 

Armies, then commanders must look for ways to employ assets to mutual benefit. 

Understanding battle space allows commanders to maintain their options, protect and 

sustain the force, synchronize resources while hitting the enemy and keeping him off stride. 

Commanders must visualize the battle space to synchronize friendly forces and to apply them 

against the enemy in time, space, and purpose. They also consider how terrain may influence 

this application. Once the relationships and purpose are decided upon, commanders can array 

their forces within the depth, breadth, and space of the battlefield to meet the considerations 

of METT-T. Understanding battle space allows the operational commander to synchronize 

combat power against the enemy and to keep the enemy from extending his own battle space, 

while disrupting the enemy and setting the conditions for victory. 
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APPENDIX 2 (MAPS 1-4) 

MAP 1; Ardennes Counteroffensive, 16-26 December 1944*” 

MAP 2: Widening The Bastogne Corridor, 27 December 1944 - 2 January 1945*'“ 

MAP 3: Movement of Third U.S. Army Troops, Bastogne-ST Vith Campaign, 22 December 

1944 - 29 January 1945*^* 

MAP 4: Korean Pennisula 1950 - 1953*“ 
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